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Abstract- A current source converter array designed for 
superconducting magnetic energy storage system was 
investigated. This array is controlled by modulation-signal 
phase-shifting SPWM method. The DC side current of each 
converter module of the converter array can balance 
automatically at the unity power factor, but unbalanced 
seriously with the decrease of input power factor. In addition, 
the DC side current unbalancing causes higher distortion of the 
AC input current. Swapping of the gating signal of each 
converter module in same row is introduced to average the DC 
side currents. The harmonics of the AC currents is reduced 
while the DC side currents are balanced. 2x2 array and 2x4 
array are studied in the experiments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For its higher efficiency and faster responding, Supercon- 

ducting Magnetic Energy Storage System (SMES) will be 
used to stabilize the fiequency and voltage of the power 
systems as a perfect component of Flexible AC Transmis- 
sion System (FACTS) [ I],[2]. The bi-directional Power 
Condition System (PCS) is needed for ShES to connect to 
the utility grid. There are two types of topologies for the 
PCS: One is a four quadrant voltage source converter 
connected with a two quadrant chopper and the other is a 
four quadrant current source converter. Since the supercon- 
ducting coil is a current source, it is more convenient to 
adopt the current source converter for SMES application 

Since higher power converters with low harmonics are 
required for application in SMES, GTOs and IGCTs are 
used. Therefore device switching fiequency is restricted to a 
lower value. Generally Multi converter modular combina- 
tion structures have been used to reduce the harmonics and 
increase power capacity [5],[6]. 

In paper [7], a current source converter array is proposed, 
where phase-shifting transformers are used to connect the 
rows, and modulation signal phase-shifting SPWM is 
adopted to control the array. A NxM converter w a y  is 
similar to a 6xNxM pulse number converter in respect to 
AC side harmonic performance while only N sets of 
phase-shifting transformers are needed. Low switching 
frequency of the switch devices is required because P W M  is 
primarily used as a method to control flow of power instead 
of reducing harmonics. The main circuit of 2x2 current 
source converter array is shown in Fig. 1. 

Further research found that at unity power factor the DC 
side current of such converter array can balance automati- 
cally, the DC side currents unbalance at other phase angle. 
The bigger the absolute value of AC current phase angle is, 
the more unbalanced the DC current is. The harmonics of 
AC current is increased because of the unbalancing of the 

[31,[41. 
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DC current. 
To improve the performance of the current source 

converter array, this paper use gating signal swapping to 
average the DC currents while the angle between the AC 
current and the AC voltagga) changes in the range fiom 0' 
to 360° and reduce AC side harmonics. Experimental 
results are given. 

h-49 6-9 

Fig.1 Main circuit of 2x2  current source convener w a y  

11. CONTROL OF THE CURRENT ARRAY 

Modulation signal phase-shitling S P W  control is 
adopted to control the current source converter array. The 
control logic of one module is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig.2 Control logic of modulation signal Phase shifted SPWM for one 
module 

The SPWM signal of ij module is produced by comparing 
the modulation signal of the ij module vmg(wf), V m b g ( 0 f ) .  

vmcg(wt) with the carrier signal of the ij module: 
X, = sign 

X,, = sign [ymui ( o f )  - v q  

X ,  = sign [vmo ( ~ 1 )  - v a  ( 0 . 1  + 

sign (x)  = [!, :::I 

(00 - vd, (m.1  + @ , ) I  
+ @, )I 

)I 

ij is the serial number of the modules, i=l-N, j=l-M, N is 
the number of row of the array and M is the number of 
column of the array. vmog(wt), Vmbdwf) ,  vmcg(wt) is the 
modulation signal of phase A,B,C of the module at row i, 
column j .  v,,(w,f+q~,3 is the carrier signal of the module at 
row i, column j, w, is the fiequency of the carrier, qz, is the 
phase angle of the carrier. Sign(x) is sign function. X,,, Xbg.  
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Xcr are the Bi-logic PWh4 signal of the module at row i and 
column j .  Current source converter need tri-logic PWM 
signal[8],which can be obtained as follow: 

U, =:cX.,-Xbl/) 
5, =t(xb,-X,,) 

L, = :(Lo - Xq ) 
The amplitude of the modulation signal of each module is 

the same, the phase angle of the modulation signal is shifted 
evenly. For a NxM array, the phase angle shifted between 
adjacent module in a same row is: 6Oo/(NxM), the sum of 
the phase angle of each module in the same column should 
be equal. For the 2 x 2  array shown in Fig.1, the phase angle 
of the module l l , l 2 J l J 2  is 45°,300,00and 15" reipectively. 
The difference between the phase angle of the modulation 
signal and the phase angle of the carrier signal in a same 
module is zero. Fig.3 gives the modulation signid and the 
carrier signal of each module in a 2 x 2  array. 

Fig.3 Modulation signal and camier signal ofeach module in the 2x2 array 

111. DC CURRENT SHARING OF THE CURRENT ARRAY 
The current source converter array shown in Fig.1 

controlled by the method mentioned above has the 
characteristics that DC side currents can be balanced 
automatically at a certain condition. This auto-balancing 
feature relates to the phase angle between the AC current 
and the voltage. 7he relationship between the current 
sharing of the DC branch A, B, C, D, E, F of Fig.1 and a is 
shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.4 Relationship between the DC current sharing of each branch and AC 
w m m  phme angle a ,  measured by expenmenb. 

Fig.4 shows that the current in the branch C,D keep equal 
while a is changed, but the DC current in branch A,B,E,F is 
unbalance seriously while a is changed. The current in 
branch A, 8, C, D, E, F are balanced only when a is zero. 
While the AC current phase angle increased, the DC current 
unbalance also increased. Thus, the quality of the waveform 
of AC current also relates to its phase angle. Fig.5 gives the 
waveforms of the DC current of branch A, B and the total 
DC current of these two branch. Fig.6 gives the AC current 
of phase A while modulation index is 0.5, a is 0" and 609 
The waveform became worse while the phase angle is 
increased. 

, . . .  
. . . .  

. . . .  . . . .  . . . .  

Fig.5 DC current of branch A, B and their tolal current, M=OS,a=6V. 
SMlmAldiv,SmS/div . 

Fig.6 AC current with different phme angle: 4 > A C  current of phase A, 
M=0.5.a=0",5MlmAldivSmS/div;Q>AC current of  phase A, M=0.5.a=6W, 
200mAldiv. SrnSdiv; c3>Voltage waveform of phase A, SV/div,SmS/div 

VI. BALANCING THE DC CURRE" SHARING 

The current array mentioned above can balance DC side 
currents only when the power factor is unity. But SMES is 
required to be able to work in four quadrant of the P-Q plane. 
On the same time the AC current of PCS need to be kept in 
good quality regardless of the changing of P and Q. For 
satisfying this requirement, DC side current balancing 
method is required. 

The hardware of each module in the converter array is 
same. The DC side current unbalance is caused by the 
difference between the modulation signals of each module 
because of the phase-shifting of the modulation signal. 

2. I Swapping the control signal 
The currents through branch E and the current through 

branch F in the DC side of the converter array shown in 
Fig.1 are not equal. If we add two single-polddouble-throw 
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switches in these two branch as shown in Fig.7(a), and 
switch the inductors between module 11 and module 12 
under the control of a certain synchronous signal, obviously' 
the average current in these two branch will become the 
same and are equal to (I~+1~)/2.  Then the DC side currents 
are balanced. In reality, adding such auxiliay switches to 
average current sharing is not economical. Since the 
structure and the parameter of module I 1  and module 12 are 
same, and the current unbalance is caused by the difference 
of the control signal between these two modules, switching 
the control signal between these two modules has identical 
effects comparing with switching the inductors. Fig.7(b) 
shows the way to switch the control signal. This method can 
be implemented by software in the microcontroller. The way 
to balance the current between the branch A and B in the 
circuit in Fig. 1 is the same as the branch E and F. 

,jyp=; 
C..,r&ll co.,yo,.,2 

(a) (b) 

Fig.7 Principle of DC current balancing method.(a) Switching the inductors 
to balance DC current: (b) Swapping the contToI signal to balance DC 
current. 

2.2 Minimizing the additional switch operation caused by 
carrier swapping 

An additional switching operation is needed when the 
states of the relative two switches in a swapping operation 
are different. Fig.S(a) and @) give the states of switches in 
converter module 3 and 4 before a certain swapping 
operation. After swapping, the gate signal of module 3 is 
applied to module 4. Then the states of the switches in 
module 3 before swapping are copied to module 4, as 
showing in Fig.l(c). The states of switches So,/, SUA &,I, 
S,, are changed. This is the additional switching operation 
caused by gate signal swapping. 

(a) 0 (4 
Fig.8 Additional switch operation caused by wntrol signal swapping 

Then the working 6equency of the power switch will be 
increased and the power loss will be raised. Considering this 
problem, swapping-time should be selected at a proper point 
to minimize additional switching operation caused by 
swapping. 

Defming GI, (x- three phase a,b,c; i -  number of 
converter modules, for a four-modules converter, i=1,2,3,4; 
j=l :uper switch of the bridge,j=2:lower switch of the bridge) 
signal as the gate signal of each power switch without 
control signal swapping. As showing Fig.2, GIG signal is 
produced by separating the positive part and the negative 

part of the Y signal, then insert a short cut pulse which is 
needed by the current source converter. The GIs signal 
represents the state of each power switch without control 
signal swapping. Also define KX, signal as the gate signal of 
each power switch with control signal swapping. Kxs signal 
is obtained by swapping the G,, signal, the Kr, signal 
represents the state of each power switch afier control signal 
swapping. 

After investigating the Gxa signal in a direct-paralleled 
four-modules converter at different M and a, one can find 
out that at some certain time, most of the G,, signals have 
the Same value, for example, as showing in Fig.9, at the time 
%the (G, laG,~aGo~zG~,~)  all equal 0, it means that the 
states of phase A lower side switches of each module need 
not to be changed if we swap the Gx4 signal at this time, no 
additional switch operation is needed. Such time point is an 
optimum time point to swap the carrier. There are six 
positions which are the optimum time for swapping in every 
modulation signal period. In Fig.9, at the time t,, G.f,=G.2, 
= I ,  GOJf =Go,f =0, if we act such a swapping operation: 

The value of K,, is: 
+Go,/+ Ga3l+ Gm -G/I+G& 

&If 1 4 1  
&Z/ 1 - 4  
&3/ 0-0 
K O , /  0 4 1  

Two switches' states need to be changed. 
TABLE I gives the value of GAr signal at different M when 

a equal 0" and the swapping time is selected at the point of 
t, which is one of the optimum time to do the swapping 
operation. C is the number of switches which need to change 
its state when the control signal is swapping. It shows only 4 
of 24 switches need to be operated when M equal 0.8 or 1 .O. 
When the value of M decreased, the number of the switches 
which needs an additional operation caused by swapping is 
increased to 8. If we swap the control signal at the optimum 
time, at the worst case, totally 8 of all 24 switches in all 4 
modules need to change its state. If swapping period is 
selected equal to the period of the AC power network(0, in 
every 4 . T ,  there are 16 switches in all 24 switches need 2 
additional operations caused by control signal swapping, 
other 8 switches do not need any additional operation. On 
other words, 24 switches need totally 32 additional 
operations in every 4.T, averagely, every switch in 24 
switches needs 1.5 times additional operation in every 4.T. 
For a 3-times carrier frequency, there are 24 on-off switch 
operations for each switch in every 4.T without using 
control signal swapping SPWM. So, if we select the 
swapping time at the optimum time point, the additional 
switch operation needed by the carrier-swapping is few. 

TABLE I: VALUE OF Gdp SIGNAL AT DIFFERENT M 
Gall Gal2 Cb l l  Gbl2 Gcll Gel2 

4 0 4 1  4 Q 4 2  4 b 4 l  4 b 4 2  4 c 4 l  4 3 4 2  
0.1 0000 ww Q@ QllLQ lQll 8 
0.2 0000 0000 8 
0.4 0000 0000 8 
0.6 lloo 0000 0000 U U 8 
0.8 U 0000 0000 1111 0000 4 
1.0 lloo 0000 0000 1111 0000 4 
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-. 
Fig9 Waveform ofall 24 GH, signals 

V. EXPERIMENTS 
The experimental circuit of 2x2 array is composed of 4 

current source converter modules and the 2x4 array is 
composed of 8 current source converter modules. The 
configuration of the 2x4 array is given in Fig.10. Fig.11 
shows the photograph of the circuit. The superconducting 
coil is replaced by a copper coil by reason of economizing. 
The inductive value of the coil is 120 mH, the value of the 
DC current sharing inductor is 80mH, the capacity of the 
output filter is 5OuF , the inductors of the output lilter is the 
reactance leakage of the transform, the value is about 2OOuH. 
The switch frequency is 150Hz. Every switch consists of a 
MOSFET lRF630 and a diode IR20ETS8, these two devices 
are connected in serial. The total DC side current can reach 
to 30A and the total power capacity of the 2x4 may  is about 
14kW. Every module is controlled by a RISC micro- 
controller, a PC sends instantaneous value of the modulation 
index(t4) and angle(a) to those microcontrollers. 

> l  

1)))1 

Fig.lOSlru~reoftheexpenmmlal circoitof2x4 amy 

F1g.l I Pholographofthc cxperimmlal CIICUII 

~ 
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Fig.l2(a) gives the waveform of the branch E and F with 
and without swapping the control signal of module// and 
modulel2. The current in branch E, F is different largely 
without swapping the control signal, they overlap after 
swapping the control signal. The condition of branch A and 
B is the same as branch E and F. In Fig.l2(b), waveform 
4% the AC current with swapping the control signal, 
waveform Q> is the AC current without swapping the 
control. It shows that the quality of AC current waveform is 
improved while the DC current is balanced. 

Fig.13 is the waveform of AC current of the 2x4 array at 
different modulation index and phase angle a with and 
without control signal swapping. Obviously, waveforms in 
(b) are better than waveform in (a). It shows that the current 
balancing method is also effective in the 2x4 array. 
Obviously, the harmonics of AC current in a 2x4 array is 
much lower than the 2x2 array. 

The spectrum of the AC current of the 2x2 array and the 
2x4 array are shown in Fig.14. In Fig.l4(a), the significant 
harmonics is 23d and 25" in the 2x2 array. In (b), the 47* 
and 49* harmonics which are inherent in the 2x4 array are 
not serious because they are easily filtered. It proves that an 
NxM converter array is similar to a 6xNxM pulse number 
converter in respect to harmonic performance. 

. . . .  . . . .  . . . .  

. . . .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  

. . . .  . . .  . . . .  . .  

(b) 
Fig.12 DC and AC cumnt with and without control signal swapping m a  
2x2 array, M=OS,a=60". (a) DC cumnt of branch E. F , I .  2-without 
swapping3. 4 4 t h  swapping500mA/div,5mS/div. (b) AC current: Iwith 
swapping; 2-without swapping, I N d i v ,  SmS/div 
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(b) 
Fig. 13 AC current with and without control signal swapping in a 2x4 array 
at different M and a. (a) AC current without swapping the control signal; 
(b) AC current with swapping the control signal. <I> ~ 1 . 0 ,  a - a ,  Q> 
m=I,O,a=75'; <3> m9.8,  a=W; <4> m9.8, a4W. <I>:2A/div,lOmS/div, 
others: lA/div,lOmS/div 

(b) 
Fig.14 Spectrum of AC current where fundamental is assumed to be equal 
to 1. (a)SpectrumofAC currentofZx2 array, M=I.O, a+, (b)Spectrumof 
ACcurrentof2x4array. M=I.O,a=O' 

IV. CONCLUSION 
While employing modulation signal phase-shifting 

SPWM control, the current source converter array discussed 
above has the characteristics that the DC side current of 
each branch can balance automatically at the unity power 
factor. When swapping the control signal between each 
module in same row, DC current of each branch can be 
averaged even the phase angle of the AC current changes 
between 0" and 3609 then the waveform of AC current can 
be improved in the range from 0" to 360'. Adding more 
modules to the array not only can extend the power capacity 
of the converter but also reduce the harmonics at AC side. 
The harmonics characteristics of an NxM array are similar 
to a 6xN.M pulse converter. The converter array 
investigated in this paper is suitable for SMES application to 
satisfy higher power application and low AC side harmonics 
requirement. 
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